New Partnership for the Telecommunications Industry

TeamFON Bets on the Innovative Web Videoconferencing Solution
Veeting Rooms
Zurich, July 07, 2015. Web based business meetings that are as easy as a phone call:
Effective immediately, German TeamFON, a leader in cloud based telephone systems, is
offering “TeamFON Web Meeting.” A trendsetting, browser based videoconferencing
solution, “TeamFON Web Meeting” does not require the installation of any special software.
The service comes with an intuitive interface and a variety of features such as data
exchange, live presentations and screen sharing. Thanks to WebRTC technology, its
encrypted direct audio and video connections provide a high degree of security. In addition
to being easy to use, TeamFON’s innovative service is available as an inexpensive monthly
subscription or in the form of variable on-demand packages. TeamFON runs “TeamFON
Web Meeting,” a white-label version of Veeting Rooms, from its own secure hosting facilities
in Munich.
“Since our company’s beginnings in 2005, we have bet on cloud based telecommunications
solutions and established ourselves as a leader in the field,” Thomas Weiss, Managing Director at
TeamFON, says. “Veeting Rooms with its innovative approach and use of WebRTC standards is
the perfect fit for our product line. Now our clients can get together easily in virtual meetings.”
Fabian Bernhard, the founder and CEO of Veeting AG, adds: “The collaboration with TeamFON
underlines a strength of our product; with the white-label version of Veeting Rooms, our partners
can provide an attractive web videoconferencing solution that is based on the most advanced
standards. They can occupy an increasingly important segment in business communications,
without having to pay for development.”

Screenshot of “TeamFON Web Meeting” based on white-label version of Veeting Rooms

About TeamFON
Advanced technology “Made in Bavaria”: Founded in 2005, TeamFON is on the cutting edge of
cloud based virtual telephone systems and mobile IP telephony. The “TeamSIP Centrex” solution
created by TeamFON offers comprehensive Unified Communications features and also integrates
with back end systems (ERP, CRM and more.) ISO 27001 certified since 2014 and a Connect
magazine test winner in June 2013, TeamFON delivers excellent communication quality even with
a standard Internet connection. TeamFON solutions can scale to 100,000 extensions and may
include high-end IP telephones as well as personal support and individual VOIP programming.
They are distributed by partners in retail, systems integrators, carriers and cloud-distributors
(Acmeo.) In 2015, TeamFON was recognized for its channel partner program by the magazine
Channelpartner.
For more information go to www.teamfon.com
About Veeting Rooms
Veeting Rooms is an innovative all-around solution for web-based conferences. Launched in 2014,
the Swiss service provides virtual meeting rooms that offer all the tools necessary for efficient
conferences, including online presentations, data exchange, whiteboards, shared screens and
minutes. Thanks to our WebRTC technology, these comprehensive functions are just as userfriendly as the access to Veeting Rooms. Encrypted, highly secure audio and videoconferences are
accessed directly in the browser and without the previous installation of software. Available in
English and German, the service is compatible with all major PC operating systems as well as with
Android for mobile. Veeting Rooms offers its clients great flexibility. The service is available on a
subscription basis or in form of prepaid packages, and we provide white-labeling as well as full
integration into existing software environments. No matter how — with Veeting Rooms, virtual
meetings are as easy as a phone call.
For more information go to www.veeting.com
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